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Abstract: The following essay aims to highlight the central role of the poetic
word and its utterance in Mario Luzi’s theatre piece Ipazia, highlighting the
work’s status as a turning point in Mario Luzi’s artistic trajectory. This turn
originated and was gradually affirmed from Nel magma and Su fondamenti
invisibili. The continuity of this trajectory is proved by the presence of specific
terms and recurring themes, as well as by some brief, autograph notes recently
brought to light by Stefano Verdino.
Keywords: dramatic work, poetic word, communication, dialogue.

_____________________________
* Translated from Italian by Alberto Gelmi, The Graduate Center – The City
University of New York. The translator wishes to point out that his version of
Luzi’s poetry is merely intended as a linguistic help for readers of the article
and does not claim any aesthetic value. All quotations from Luzi’s lyrics in the
original are taken from Mario Luzi. L’opera poetica, a cura di S. Verdino,
Milano: Arnoldo Mondadori, 1988.
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Following the trace of scholars such as Silvio Ramat1, Giovanni Raboni2,
Giancarlo Quiriconi3, Roberto Palazzi4, Antonio Ulivi5, Anna Panicali6 and
1

S. Ramat (in “Per una storia di Luzi”, in Corriere del Ticino, 2/10/1972) draws
a comparison between the Hellenic fantasy in Ipazia to the Renaissance, and
Platonic illusion that inspired Baldassar Castiglione’s Il Cortegiano. Luzi
himself had written an essay on the matter, with the title Un’illusione platonica
e altri saggi. In his article, Ramat highlights Luzi’s own fascination for the
Platonism in Il Cortegiano and its sublime universality. The critic also points
out – for the first time, to the best of my knowledge – the shift that was taking
place in Luzi’s poetry at this stage. The poet was leaving behind a world of
ideal and utter perfection in favour of an actual and empirical event, i.e. a world
of praxis and phenomenologically limited and framed (“relativo integrale”).
Ramat also underscores the consistency in development – along Horace’s
model of sermo – from Nel magma to Il libro di Ipazia. Here, the chaos in
Alexandria arguably hypostatizes the persistence of the magmatic phase.
2
G. Raboni (“Ipazia cade sbranata dai barbari cristiani”, in La Stampa,
10/21/1978) confirms the formal and stylistic value of the play in light of the
its “prosaic and solemn, cautious and flickering (“balenanti”) verses”. The critic
also highlights the fact that in Ipazia one could see the merging of the tensions
that were already present since Nel magma “in a highly informed, dense and
chasing diction”.
3
G. Quiriconi (“E un messaggero venne a Ipazia”, in Libri oggi, 10/6/1978)
also ponders on the tight relationship and the consistency between the dialogueform in Su fondamenti invisibili and the play. Quiriconi considers the two main
characters of the play – Ipazia and Sinesio – as the symbols of the
complementary forces of necessity and hope. Ten years later the critic (in
“Omaggio a Mario Luzi”, published by the Comune di Scandicci) maintains
that Luzi’s theatrical experience stems out of a lengthy effort in which the poet
was trying to grasp the sense of tragedy in contemporary World. This notion
could not be led back to its classic archetypes and forms, which were based on
a majestic fight between opposing and inflexible forces. In the same article
Quiriconi confirms the linear development from the dialogue form Nel magma
and Su fondamenti invisibili to Luzi’s theatrical debut. In the former two poetry
collections we have a poetic voice reaching out to the Other; in other words, we
witness a plurality of voices and some insistent questioning. In the play, on the
other hand, we see a poetic voice that is fading away to leave room for the
Other. Luzi does so in order to single out a vertical line that is intrinsically tied
to any matter of reality and that exceeds the mere linearity of human history.
4
R. Palazzi (“Quando il poeta diventa drammaturgo”, in Corriere della Sera,
7/26/1979) follows the lead of the aforementioned critics and enthusiastically
celebrates Luzi’s theatrical debut. The title of Palazzi’s article effectively
highlights the seamless evolution in Luzi’s artistic trajectory, which had for a
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Stefano Verdino7, we can identify a thread of linear development and an overall
coherence between this first theatrical piece and Luzi’s two previous poetic
collections: Nel magma (1961-63) and Su fondamenti invisibili (1960-70). The
poet introduces themes, situations, and common features and develops them in
different fashions: Nel magma exhibits a marked dialogic structure, which the
abovementioned critics label as “the polyphony of voices”. It is organized and
expressed in the meetings between specific characters in clearly-defined
settings, with a transparent stage-like inspiration. Conversely, in the second
collection, the actual dialogue becomes a struggle for meaning, a questioning
cry, and an interaction between the mind, the heart, memory, and loved ones.
The theatrical structure disappears; temporal and spatial coordinates blur into
an oneiric dimension. Horace’s sermo merus – which Luzi mentions at the end
of Nel magma – develops into a clear, concise style à la Rebora in Tre temi,
only to then assume a poetic style, in Tre poemi, reminiscent of T. S. Eliot’s
Four Quartets and Pavese’s I mari del Sud8. Finally, in Ipazia, we witness the
long time been characterized by “a natural taste for recitativo” and a tendency
towards an “internal theatre”.
5
A. Ulivi (“Mario Luzi dalla poesia al teatro”, in Quaderni di città di vita,
1988) underlines the relevance of this transition in the very title of his article.
Ulivi links Luzi’s drive towards theatre to the poet’s religious anxiety and his
very agonistic faith. The critic identifies the birth of this transition in the artistic
crisis the poet underwent. As a matter of fact, Luzi deemed poetry increasingly
insufficient and inadequate. This being the case, poetry initially turns into a
calling for meaning; later, it veers into dialogue, thus in a strive towards the
truth and the Other in his theatre plays. According to Ulivi, the stage works a
pure immersion in reality. It implies relation, communication, and first-hand
knowledge of the Being, of the Logos and of God: it is ultimately Revelation.
Ulivi justifies this genealogy citing the dialogue between Ipazia and “Una
voce”, in which “una voce” stands for the objectiveness of the Divine that
breaks in in order to convey meaning.
6
A. Panicali (“Un luogo della mente”, in Saggio su Mario Luzi, Milano:
Garzanti, 1987) considers Luzi’s theatre as a continuation of his polyphonic,
dialogical, and questioning poetic discourse, which was shaped around the
confrontation of more “personae”. The poet had been doing this since Nel
magma and Su fondamenti invisibili. Panicali defines Luzi’s theatre a “place of
the mind”, in which the poet gathers doubts and thoughts, while at the same
time showing the unfolding of his thinking and in taking shape into words.
7
S. Verdino, “Poesia dovunque. Analisi di Nel magma”, in Nuova Corrente,
XXXVII, Genova: Tilgher, 1990, pp. 3-38.
8
M. Luzi, “Il valore ciclico di una autobiografia dei sentimenti”, in Desiderio
di verità e altri scritti inediti e rari, istmi, 33, 2014, pp. 77-78. Stefano Verdino
undug this article in Libri nuovi. Bimestrale Einaudi di informazione libraria e
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climax of “the dramaturgical force arising from the struggle for the possession
of the matter, torn between representation in obiecto and poetic story-telling”9,
as Luzi wrote in his first theatrical dialogue (Pietra oscura) posthumously
published, as Daniele Piccini10 has recently shown at a conference at the
Università Cattolica di Milano, celebrating the poet’s 100th birthday. Ipazia, on
the one hand, and Nel magma and Su fondamenti invisibili on the other, share a
host of thematic choices that we will soon outline. Before doing so, however,
we ought to remember that the order of publication reverses that of creation, an
important fact when considering the evolution of Luzi’s poetic discourse from
monody to polyphony, and from that to actual dialogue in a dramatic and
theatrical setting.
The first evident shared feature is precisely the structure of the dialogue: a
painful encounter between a man and a woman, between the poet and a female
character, which, tellingly, stands at the centre of the creation of Ipazia, as Luzi
himself states in the introduction to his piece Fu così che11. An overview of the
poems allows us to see a theme that recurrs since In due: “Aiutami - e si copre
con le mani il viso / tirato, roso da una gelosia senile, / che non muove a pietà

culturale, I, 3, dicembre 1968, p. 4. Here we learn that Luzi was a posthumous
reader of Pavese. Therefore, there is no claim for a direct influence of the poet
from Piedmont on the Tuscan poet with regard to the use of the long verse.
Right at the start of the article we thus read: “Although I could easily consider
myself as part of his generation, my knowledge of Pavese’s work comes all a
posteriori. Of course, I had read some of his books earlier, but still the very
sense of his figure escaped me, despite the fact that I could perceive – albeit in
a fragmented way – his intensity. This happened also because of the lack of any
personal relationship between the two of us, which were inconceivable,
needless to say. I am myself a posthumous reader”.
9
M. Luzi, in Il purgatorio. La notte lava la mente, Genova: Costa&Nolan,
1990, p. 75.
10
D. Piccini, “Sull’elaborazione di Nel magma”, in Mario Luzi. Un viaggio
terrestre e celeste, edited by P. Baioni e D. Savio, Roma: Edizioni di letteratura,
2014, pp. 3-19.
11
“Unexpectedly, I jotted down some sentences of a dialogue and this dialogue
– with its regular rhythm – went all the way through: two people were talking
about their love and the uneven and unbalanced transformation the relation
experienced it was a painful confrontation. Each of the character could express
itself in its own unique and right-away unmistakable voice: two people, two
lives with their own reasons behind them. […] Anyway, all of a sudden their
individual voices were dragging other voices into the fight, which I
acknowledged as historical or plausible figures arguing around them” (Luzi, Fu
così che, in Libro di Ipazia, Milano: Rizzoli, 1978, p. 41).
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come vorrebbe ma a sgomento e a orrore12”; “L’amore snaturato, l’amore
infedele al suo principio13”, “Perché difendere un amore distorto dal suo fine, /
quando non è più crescita / né moltiplicazione gioiosa d’ogni bene / ma limite
possessivo e basta14”. In Pensiero fluttuante della felicità we also read: “Tu che
avevi in me il tuo bene”. In Ipazia we find, though worded differently, the same
notion of happiness now gone and something good now passed: “Ma avevi in
me, dicevi, la misura della vita, / trovavi in me la giustezza dei tuoi pensieri. /
Ti piaceva la mia solidità di donna che ti richiamava al vero15”; or “se n’è
andata: con il suo destino infido che l’ha giocata, / con il trabocchetto d’amore
irreparabilmente possessivo in cui è caduta16”; “Il nodo infatti…Talora diventa
un cappio che ci stringiamo addosso / con i nostri movimenti d’annegati17”; and
also “Mi rimproveri il mio amore? Ti fa paura? / Non dico questo, dico: non
tramutarlo in una rete / dove guizzano in cattività come pesci moribondi18”. We
can track a close thematic relation between these last lines – excerpts from the
dialogue between Jone and Sinesio – and the poem In due from Nel Magma,
where two voices confront each other in a dialogic form that borders on nondialogue and sheer incomprehension. One belongs to a man and the other to a
woman, just like in the “painful contrast” of the other two characters in the
piece, a contrast with an arguably autobiographical echo. In his
abovementioned essay, Stefano Verdino offers a reading of Nel Magma; here
the critic finds the first and fundamental elements of Ipazia, i.e. “the articulation
of space, the narrative and dramatic effort”. Readers can refer to Verdino’s
work to better map out the diverse instances of dialogue in Nel magma in terms
of competition, antagonism, connection, as well as private dimension or public
engagement. Verdino points to the many types of dialogue in Nel magma:

“Help me – and she hides her face behind her hands / livid, torn by senile
jealousy, without causing any sense of piety as it wished, rather just dismay and
horror”.
13
“The perverted love, the unfaithful love at its start”.
14
“Why should one defend a love that is bend away from its very aim / when
there is no more growth nor joyful multiplication of every good, but just mere
possession and nothing more”.
15
“But you had in me, you used to say, the measure of life, / you used to find
in me what was right in your thoughts. / You used to like my stability of woman
that referred you back to what was true”.
16
“She’s gone: with her treacherous destiny that fooled her / with the trick of
the pertinaciously possessive love in which she fell”.
17
“The knot…sometimes becomes the knot of hanging man, which we pull
tighter in our drowning-men’s spasms”.
18
“You are scolding me for my love? Are you scared of it? “That’s not what I
am saying. What I am saying is: do not make it into a net / where dying fishes
dart in captivity”.
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political and civic in Presso il Bisenzio; private in Il giudice; idealistic in Tra
notte e giorno; romantic crisis in In due; altercation in Tra quattro mura; and,
finally, encounters in D’intesa, Ménage, Nel caffè, and Prima di sera. This rich
dialogic repertoire is also present in Ipazia and Il messaggero: for instance, in
the political fil rouge of Oreste’s and Gregorio’s words, as well as in the fight
between Demetrio and Dionigi. We find a more private exchange in the quarrel
between Jone and Sinesio, in the meeting between the two friends Sinesio and
Gregorio, in the affectionate farewell between Ipazia and her disciple. Finally,
the ideal form of dialogue is found in the meditative tone of the Prologue and
the Epilogue and in Sinesio’s pensive remarks at the opening of Il messaggero,
and, more generally, in the self-reflective tone of the second section of the
drama. The thematic affinity between Nel magma, Su fondamenti invisibili, and
Ipazia thus confirms the Stimmung present in the three works. Such cohesion is
by all means justified in light of the chronological proximity of the texts and
constantly manifests itself in similar fashions, which are varied and made riper
by the passing of time, as personal pain and experiences play their part in the
creative process. Among these commonalities, on a thematic level we find the
lack of love, which inevitably turns into violence, thus expressing the need for
even more love while at the same time bearing witness to this sentiment.
Another example of the continuity within Luzi’s work is the condemnation –
and self-condemnation – of mistakes that arise out of the rigidity of judgment,
typically accompanied by a dramatic longing for change and the possibility of
redemption, in order to escape the fall into hell, which is, in Luzi’s words “il
luogo e il tempo in cui la speranza è definitivamente delusa” 19. The notion of
fragmentation and the contrasting struggle for unity and harmony is also
present, along with the idea of a continuous metamorphosis of a Real that is
perpetually created and undone, its telos a dark, mysterious, and enigmatic
cluster: its very eternal origin and source. We should also like to point out the
presence of dreams, i.e. of images of sleep and wakefulness, between night and
dawn, of labyrinthine confusion, in which an unforeseen gift is offered, a voice
that is “antica / più umana dell’uomo”, “–ad matutinum, au Cristus venit” as we
read at the at the beginning of Il pensiero fluttuante della felicità20.
Finally, in line with the title of this conference, “Mario Luzi 1914-2014:
The man and the Verbum”, Philadelphia (PA), February 13-14, 2015, the theme
of communication of words and of the Word is relevant: this happens by means
19

M. Luzi, in L’inferno e il limbo, Milano: Il Saggiatore, 1964, p. 19.
Ancient, more human than man”; “a spring of unyielding Grace – ad
matutinum, au Christus venit”. The (partial) quotation in Latin is introduced
right below the title of the collection. The line comes from a passage in
Rimbaud (“Le Bonheur! Sa dente, douce à la morte, m’avertissait; au chant du
coq, – ad matutinum au Cristus venit – , dans le plus sombre villes…”), which
the poet does not locate any further.
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of a voice – arguably a voice of the Other – that unexpectedly reveals itself in
natural elements. In Nel magma we can thus read: “Il fiume allora ha una voce
sola / o vitale o mortale chi l’ascolta / ha un cuore solo o grave o tempestoso. /
Tu che tieni stretto il filo / di rete nel labirinto / dove sei che si scinde in tante
voci / la voce che mi guida – esclamo io / compagno fedele o ombra21” (Il
fiume). This voice can otherwise be communicated and invoked early in the
morning, between sleep and wake-time: “Voce che trasale dal sonno / dai dedali
del risveglio… / Dammi tu il mio sorso di felicità prima che sia tardi / mi chiedo
io tra il sonno non sapendo altro di lei / se non oscuramente che un dolore antico
quanto l’uomo / l’incalza e l’accompagna / e avverto intanto la notte nel suo
ultimo, / più frenetico balzo verso l’alba… / E vedo di lì a poco, mentre un po’
dormo e un po’ penso, / un’acqua meravigliosa…22” (Pensiero fluttuante della
felicità). In Ipazia, in the stage direction of scene III – quite tellingly entitled
“dormiveglia di Ipazia” – the reader/viewer is introduced amidst a revelation: a
voice invites her to a whole self-sacrifice so that Truth be communicated and
brought to the World. It is upon Ipazia to share the Truth with the enlightening
ardor of the fire of her predication in Alexandria: “Niente si addice alla parola
più che la temperatura del fuoco”, because she is well aware that “il pensiero
senza parola è niente / la verità non comunicata s’inaridisce e si corrompe 23”.
With her sacrifice, Ipazia conveys to Irene – another female character in the
play – an important legacy: “Solo una lunga vita matura la parola / e solo la
prova la giustifica24”. Stefano Verdino aptly notes in a brief introduction to a
heretofore unpublished note by Mario Luzi on Ipazia25 – in which the poet in
passing comments on his own work – that Luzi’s poetic trajectory starts with a
“hermetic phase, with a language that prompts unrestrained and visionary
outcomes, and that is anti-mimetic, until later passages in which he retrieves a
21

“The river then has one only voice / vital or mortal those who listen to it / and
have one only heart, heavy or stormy. / You, who are holding tight the thread /
of the net in the maze / where are you for the guiding voice is fragmented in
many voices / my guiding voice / I cry / loyal friend or shade”.
22
“Voice that springs from sleep / from the labyrinths of my waking-up / give
me my sip of happiness before it’s too late / I wonder half-asleep knowing
nothing more about her / yet mysteriously that a pain as ancient as man / chases
and ushers her / and I feel the night in its last / most hectic jump towards dawn…
/ And after a while, as I am half-asleep and half-thinking / a marvelous
water…”.
23
“Nothing suits word more than fire’s heat”, because she is well aware that
“thought without word is nothing / an uncommunicated truth withers and goes
bad”.
24
“Only a long life ripens the word / and only a probe legitimizes it”.
25
M. Luzi, “Appunto inedito su Ipazia con una nota di Stefano Verdino”, in
Figure di Ipazia , Roma: Aracne, 2014, pp. 159-163.
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language that is more communicative and not exclusively private26”. Ipazia
passes her task on to Sinesio in Il messaggero, namely the notion of a shared
word, a to-be-conveyed word; a word that needs widespreading, just like a seed.
Ipazia’s death27 represents the sacrifice of the hermetic word, and of the “perfect
geometry of her thought”. This is a chiefly philosophical word that lies pure in
its Platonism and, more in general, stands for Greek logos per se. Ipazia’s
sacrifice comes in favour of a new Word, which is now seen as a form of
witnessing, an instance of communication that opens to “the vast realm of the
other, the brutal, the violent”. It is all the more telling to find out – once more
thanks to Stefano Verdino – that in 1977 (9/25/77)28 Luzi dedicated a scene of
his still unpublished Messaggero to pope Paul VI on the occasion of his 80th
birthday. The dramatic poem tells the story of Sinesio, who in the history of the
Catholic Church was a real man of dialogue, just like the addressee Paul VI.
__________

26

S. Verdino, ibidem, p. 161.
Critics have discussed about the identification of Ipazia with Cristina Campo,
a scholar for whom the “maximum taste of every word” was paramount. On the
issue, I should like to refer to my Dalla storia alla scena: il “Libro di Ipazia”
di Mario Luzi, in Atti del Congresso Nazionale ADI- Alghero-Sassari, 19-22
Settembre 2012, a cura di G. Baldassarri, V. Di Iasio, P. Pecci, E. Pietrobon e
F. Tomasi, Roma: ADI Editore, 2014, available online (www.italianisti.it).
More on the topic in “La città e la donna nel Libro di Ipazia di Mario Luzi”, in
Figure di Ipazia, a cura di G. Sertoli, “Studi e testi di Palazzo Serra”, Roma:
Aracne, 2014, pp. 143-158.
28
In the already-mentioned “Appunto inedito su Ipazia con una nota di Stefano
Verdino”, we learn that the Osservatore Romano published an anticipation of
the dialogue between Sinesio and Dionigi (second scene) on the pope’s 80th
birthday with the following dedication: “I have isolated this passage, which I
wholeheartedly dedicate to Paul VI on his 80th birthday. The passage comes
from a yet unpublished poemetto drammatico inspired by the figure of Sinesio,
bishop of Cyrene in dreadful times”.
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